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torque capability
electric vehicles 506–7
induction machines 69–71
maximum capability curves 88–91, 89–90, 92, 265
railway traction 263–4
ship propulsion 399, 442, 443
synchronous machines 106–11, 109–11, 120, 121
maximum capability curves 119, 122, 140–4, 141, 143
torque coupling 503–4
torque ripple 511, 588
torque-speed behavior 8–9, 91, 95
electric vehicles 508
railway traction 570–7, 581–2, 583
propellers 393
see also torque capability
Toyota Prius 543–6
trackside energy storage 295–302
traction (adhesive) effort coefficients 472–3
traction applications 3–9
examples 7–8
traction motors (railways) 246, 247, 247
traffic controlling algorithms 612
trains 225
adhesion 251–3
dynamics 248–50
modeling 253–5
see also railway traction
trams 224, 225
acceleration and deceleration profiles 342, 343
catenary nominal voltage 322
commercial example 340–3
driving cycles 309
energy losses and recovery 281
ground level power supply systems 334–5
low-floor 279–80, 315, 316–17, 340–3
on-board energy storage 288, 307–21, 322
power converter boxes 246, 247
speed profiles 343
see also light rail vehicles (LRVs)
transformers
AC/DC/AC power converters 18
core materials 329, 330
railway traction 148, 228–9, 257, 258–9
resonant topologies 331
ship propulsion 400–3, 405, 436
tunnel thrusters 374
twelve-pulse rectifiers
railway traction 233–4, 234, 276
ship propulsion 401, 402, 403, 440, 442
twenty-four-pulse rectifiers 401, 402, 403
tyre see tire
ultracapacitors see supercapacitors
unbalanced three-phase systems 185–92
vacuum pressure impregnation (VPI) 236
variable frequency controls 31
variable pitch propellers 371, 380
variable reluctance machines 29, 380
variable speed drives
railway traction 255–75
ship propulsion 392–409
vehicle traction 506–15
see also speed control
varnishes 236
vector control 31
electric vehicles 515, 516
elevators 581, 583–4
grid-connected converters 176–7
under unbalanced voltage conditions 198, 199–202
permanent magnet synchronous machines (PMSMs) 111–14
ship propulsion 407
synchronous machines 123–4
see also rotor flux oriented vector control
vehicle traction see electric vehicles
vertical axis propellers 374–5
vibration in elevators 578–9
voltage control
DC bus 176, 183, 201, 212, 216, 275, 316
ship electric systems 420–2
voltage droop
analysis 425, 426, 435
control 420–1
voltage harmonics 174, 401, 436
see also harmonic filters
voltage source converters (VSC) see power converters
voltage transients 435
VPI (vacuum pressure impregnation) 236
VSC (voltage source converters) see power converters
‘wave wall’ 378, 379
wheel dynamic equation 473–4
wheel hub motors 499
wheel slip
anti-slip control 275, 484–91, 492
railway traction 252, 275
vehicle traction 472–3, 480, 481, 482, 483, 484–6, 488
wind turbines 21, 30
wireless charging 518, 548
worm gearboxes 561, 562
wound rotor induction machine (WRIM) 30
wound rotor synchronous generators 416–18
wound rotor synchronous machines 101, 397, 443, 508
WRIM (wound rotor induction machine) 30
zebra sodium (Na-NiCl2) batteries 526